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The needs of students
are

greater.
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The chance to help them
is

greater.
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The Opportunity of
Evidence



MAXIMIZE outcomes for students

MAXIMIZE resources and funds

MAXIMIZE trust and buy -in

MAXIMIZE effectiveness

MAXIMIZE capacity to implement

SELECTION

ANALYSIS

COMMUNICATION

IMPLEMENTATION

MONITORING

ADAPTING

MAXIMIZE understanding of issues



• Get acquainted with the ESSA Tiers 
of Evidence, and make great 
evidence your ally

• Explore the Evidence Resource 
Center (ERC) for evidence you can 
use and share

• Plan for the influence of evidence in 
your decision -making process

This Hour



Let’s Get to Know 
Evidence



The ESSA 
Tiers of 

Evidence
DO:

Focused on outcomes. 
“This can meet the need.”

Measure confidence.
“I can trust these results.”
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Why can’t we ESSA -tier the strategy?



The ESSA 
Tiers of 

Evidence
DO:

Make room for innovation.
“I can see the potential of this.”

Respect what you know.
“This can meet our ne e ds.”

Focused on outcomes. 
“This  can m e e t the  ne e d .”

Measure confidence.
“I can trust the se  re sults .”



The ESSA 
Tiers of 

Evidence
DO NOT:

Measure results. 
Tier 1 is not always best.

Measure fit.
Tier 1 is not always best.



It’s complicated.

SOURCE:  Midwest Regional Education Laboratory at American Institutes for Research (2018). 
Aligning Evidence-based Clearinghouses with the ESSA Tiers of Evidence

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/midwest/pdf/eventhandout/ESSA-Clearinghouse-Crosswalk-Jan2018-508.pdf


The ESSA 
Tiers of 

Evidence
bit.ly /

pde_essatable



The ESSA Tiers of Evidence:
It’s About Confidence





Well -designed, well - implemented 
experimental study 
(randomized groups with low attrition)

Statistically significant 
favorable effect (p < .05, or a 95% 
chance there is no difference between the 
groups, that otherwise accounts for the change)

No overriding negative effects
(countervailing evidence from other high -
quality studies)



350+ participants

2+ Sites (schools or districts)

Population and Setting are 
similar to yours



Population or Setting are 
similar to yours

Quasi-experimental (purposeful 
groups, but not random)

• Matching using statistics
• Before and After groups
• Baseline equivalence is established



Meets WWC Standards 
with or without 
re se rvations

SHORTCUT:

ies.ed.gov / ncee / wwc



No similarity requirement

Correlational
• Uses statistical controls to 

account for the differences 
between the groups

No min participants requirement
No min sites requirement



No similarity requirement

A test has occurred
• Well -defined logic model
• A plan for further study

No n requirement
No sites requirement

Small but favorable*
PA guideline



Let’s try it! bit.ly / pde_essatable



Let’s try it!

Tier 3:
Promising
This study used 
a high-quality 
study design, but 
its sample was 
less than 350 
participants.

bit.ly / pde_essatable



Let’s try it! bit.ly / pde_essatable



Let’s try it!

Tier 1: Strong
High-quality study design, 
statistical significance, and its 
large, multi -site sample. 

But remember: a Tier 1 
intervention must be verified 
as having a similar setting 
and population to your 
school. The final 
determination that this is a 
Tier 1 outcome would be up 
to the LEA.

bit.ly / pde_essatable



Let’s try it! bit.ly / pde_essatable



Let’s try it!

Tier 4: 
Demonstrates 
a Rationale
The effects were not 
statistically significant. 

But remember , this would 
require further study to be 
considered a Tier 4.

bit.ly / pde_essatable



Let’s try it! bit.ly / pde_essatable



Let’s try it!

Tier 2: 
Moderate
A What Works 
Clearinghouse rating of 
"Meets with Reservations" 
can only be as high as a Tier 
2. The statistically significant 
results and the large sample 
size also support this high 
ESSA tier rating.

But remember: Context!

bit.ly / pde_essatable





PA’s ESSA Tier 
Flowchart

bit.ly /
pde_essaflowchart



What to 
look for



Where to 
look



You’ve got options.

What Works 
Clearinghouse

Evidence for
ESSA

Custom 
clearinghouses

State-by-State
Clearinghouses



evidenceforpa.org



Strategies, 
Interventions and 
Activities

Evidence at all 
four ESSA Tiers

Exhaustive

Prescriptive

Our Collection

Pennsylvania -
specific Exclusive



evidenceforpa.org







Implementation
Details such as cost, staffing needs, 

professional development and materials



Implementation
Details such as cost, staffing needs, 

professional development and materials



Filters



Take evidence to the next level

My Pins
Save strategies and 

maximize your search efforts

Experiences
Share the stories of your 

implementations





Letting evidence
be your guide



SELECTION

ANALYSIS

COMMUNICATION

IMPLEMENTATION

MONITORING

ADAPTING

Focus on outcomes
Understand context
Read how it was done



Guiding Questions for LEAs
• For our measurable goal, are there 

strategies supported by strong , moderate
or promising evidence? 

• Were studies conducted in settings and 
with populations relevant to our context or 
priority student groups? If not, how will I 
plan for the differences in my context?

• Are our expectations for improvement 
aligned with the results in the study? 

• What resources are required to implement 
this strategy? 

• Will the potential impact justify the 
costs , or are there more cost -
effective strategies?

• What is our local capacity to 
implement this strategy? (funds, 
skills, buy -in, time)

• How does this strategy fit into our 
vision and other existing efforts? 

• How will this strategy be sustained
over time? 

Screenshot me!



SELECTION

ANALYSIS

COMMUNICATION

IMPLEMENTATION

MONITORING

ADAPTING

Focus on outcomes
Understand context

Document what happens
Plan to collect data

Read how it was done

Share what you learn



Get Set for
ARP Funds

Watch vendor websites
and ask about their evidence



evidenceforpa.org /
learn/

clearinghouses



Get Set for
ARP Funds

Plan your engagement strategy
for stakeholders and public input

Watch vendor websites
and ask about their evidence





evidenceforpa.org



GET IN TOUCH:

Noreen O’Neill | Project Director
Innovative Educational Services

Chester County Intermediate Unit
noreeno@cciu.org

Laura A. Mikowychok | Project Manager
PA Evidence Resource Center

Chester County Intermediate Unit
info@evidenceforpa.org

evidenceforpa.org
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